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ABSTRACT: 
The Interface Ecology Lab [http://ecologylab.net] develops computing as a medium 
of expression, coordination, and ideation. The interface-as-ecology is a border zone that 
juxtaposes disparate representational systems, fostering intricate interrelationships that are more 
than trans-disciplinary, more than socio-technical. They are structurally essential, i.e., 
metadisciplinary, driving us to investigate and synthesize diverse fields - art, design, cognitive 
psychology, ethnography, cultural studies, and mathematics – in concert with core computer 
science and engineering areas: human-computer interaction, graphics, multimedia, programming 
languages, information retrieval, machine learning, embedded and distributed systems, and 
electronics. Interface Ecology Lab (IEL) research integrates diverse methods across fields to 
build human-centered computing (HCC) environments that real people use in education and 
crisis response. 
 
The IEL fosters integrative research projects spanning hardware, software, and theory, to 
produce natural user interfaces, creativity support tools, games, interaction techniques, 
visualization algorithms, semantics, programming languages, interactive installations, and 
evaluation methodologies. ZeroTouch is a high-resolution multi-finger sensor for free-air 
interaction or to augment LCD, pen-based, and haptic displays with multi-touch. Pen+Touch 
embodied interaction transforms real time strategy games to become even more exciting for 
players and for eSports spectators. Trans-surface interaction techniques connect personal and 
social multi-touch surfaces. Zero-fidelity simulation games, based on fire emergency response 
practice, teach team coordination in motivating, fun environments. Information composition is a 
holistic, integrative representation for information collections, in which a set of visual semantic 
clippings and annotations is arranged to form a connected whole. Information-based ideation is 
an evaluation methodology deriving ideation metrics to validate creativity support tools. Support 
for Information Mapping in Programming Languages (S.IM.PL) constitutes an open-source 
cross-language type system to support semantic distributed computing, connecting Java, iOS, 
and .NET. Meta-metadata extends the cross-language type system to develop an alternative to 
RDF for representing a metadata semantics web, integrating strongly typed data models, 
information extraction, operations, and presentation. 

http://ecologylab.net/
http://s.im.pl/
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